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The paradox of hope
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VERYBODY WANTS to see a miracle, but nobody wants to need
one. Don’t you find that’s true? One New Testament author wrote,
“Faith is being sure of what we hope for. It is being sure of what we do not
see.”
That’s so apt when it comes to treating cancer. You can’t see whether
treatments are working, and they often don’t feel like they could be
making anyone better.
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wishing they needed neither — that the disease didn’t exist, or that it
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In this issue, we want to face the realities of cancer, while giving concrete
reasons for hope — not just that cancers can be detected earlier and
treated in ways that are less toxic — but that one day, the disease may be
reliably prevented or even eliminated.
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To those ends, we’ll tell you about the latest screenings for some common
forms of the disease as well as some advances in treatments. We’ll
also give you the inside track on the good fight at the Relay for Life, and
introduce you to a doctor who wants to make healthy diets more flavorful.
For those who are newly diagnosed, we have suggestions for questions to
help them better understand what to expect. And, for all patients and their
families, some ideas for comfort and relief apart from IVs and pills. Finally,
Sorting it Out looks at some beliefs about what causes the disease to see
if they hold any scientific water.
Is finding effective treatments — or even cures — easy? No, or science
would have done it already. Is it possible? Just look at the steadily
increasing survival rates for most cancers. And have a little bit of faith,
until the day it’s no longer needed.
Yours as always,

Elaine Hesser
Editor
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‘An embarrassment of riches’
means plentiful
treatment options

By ELAINE HESSER

W

ATCHFUL WAITING, personalized treatment,
genetic testing and even electronic fields — the
ways doctors approach cancers nowadays are
changing so rapidly it can make a person’s head spin.
Zach Koontz, an oncologist with Pacific Cancer Care,

“Stanford has
sent people here for
trials. I want to keep
moving the field
forward. I’d like to
be out of a job.”
— Dr. Laura Stampleman,
medical research director at
Pacific Cancer Care

Dr. Laura Stampleman
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Dr. Zach Koontz
noted that just in hematology and
gastrointestinal cancers, 20 years ago
there were only five drugs in use, and
now there are hundreds. “There are
40-50 subtypes of lymphoma (a form of
blood cancer),” he marveled.
“We have an embarrassment of
riches,” resulting from advancements in
research and technology, he said.
According to Dr. Laura Stampleman,
medical research director at Pacific
Cancer Care, there is a plethora of
clinical trials going on here in our
backyard. They include targeted
treatments that aim to attack only
cancer cells and not surrounding healthy
ones.

“It is my personal belief that complete
surgical removal of the prostate will
rarely be performed in the next 5-10
years. More focal, less intrusive therapy
will become the norm. Only the most
extensive, aggressive tumors will be
treated surgically.”
— David Flemming, urologist

Dr. David Flemming
Some clinical trials are conducted
with the hope of reducing side effects
like nausea and hair loss, while others
aim to improve the effectiveness of
treating specific kinds of cancers.
“Stanford has sent people here for
trials,” she said, adding, “I want to
keep moving the field forward. I’d like
to be out of a job.”
And although the treatments
commonly in use aren’t quite as
cutting edge, several doctors —
some in private practice in Monterey
and some who are part of Pacific
Cancer Care — shared some of their
experiences with the many changes.
Aggressive approaches changing
“Watchful waiting” is a phrase
you hear a lot from urologists like
David Flemming and Tony Shaheen in
Monterey, and oncologist Zach Koontz
of Pacific Cancer Care in Ryan Ranch,
at least when it comes to prostate
cancer.
Koontz quoted a familiar statistic,

that one in six or eight men will
develop prostate cancer in their
lifetimes — but especially among older
men, even without treatment, it grows
so slowly that many of them will die of
something else before the cancer kills
them.
So, in patients over the age of
70 who have no other risk factors,
many doctors are now offering the
option of monitoring the cancer’s
growth frequently, but no aggressive
treatment is undertaken.
Flemming said, “It is my personal
belief that complete surgical removal
of the prostate will rarely be performed
in the next 5-10 years. More focal,
less intrusive therapy will become
the norm. Only the most extensive,
aggressive tumors will be treated
surgically.”
He said that high-intensity focused
ultrasound is another “exciting
development” in the field. UCLA’s
website from their treatment center
said that sound waves are targeted at

the cancerous spots on the prostate,
like you might focus sunlight through
a magnifying glass, to burn the spots
away — only using sound as the
energy source instead of light.
The minimally invasive procedure
was approved by the FDA in 2015, and
has limited availability, but Flemming
sees it as part of the wave of the
future.
Waking up the immune system
Normally when something harmful
invades the body, the immune system
springs into action. Whether virus,
bacterium, or a parasite, your immune
system’s ready to try to fight it off.
Except with cancer, it isn’t, most of the
time.
According to the American Cancer
Society, this can happen because the
immune system doesn’t recognize the
cancer cells as foreign, so it might not
respond strongly enough, or the cells
might give off a substance that “keep
the immune system in check.”

WATCHFUL continued on page 16
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At the Perio & Implant Center Dr. Jochen Pechak uses the
latest technology to provide the best, minimally invasive
options for his patients. Using minimally invasive procedures
allows the patient to experience less discomfort and reduces
downtime; and the option of getting back to work or normal routine.
Many of Dr. Pechak’s patients return to work the same day, after
treatment. Pechak partners with his patients’ general or cosmetic
dentists to ensure faster healing and transition from treatment to
complete recovery.
“The current trend in dental treatment is to use less invasive
procedures that cause less trauma and get the same or better results
as the old methods,” says Pechak.
Periodontal disease, commonly
called gum disease, is a serious
bacterial infection that destroys the
gums around the teeth. Three out of
four adults are affected by periodontal
disease sometime in their life. As
people age, they may develop a higher
incidence of this disease. Many times,
stress, impro
Dr. Pechak with his Lead Surgical Assistant
hormonal changes and defective
restorations can bring on gum disease.

Filling the area with PRGF where a tooth has been removed is
done at the same time as the extraction. This seals the area and
promotes healing. PRGF possesses excellent elastic homeostatic
properties which help reduce
ammation. It is safe, convenient,
cost effective and easy to use.

“Using PRGF is like supercharging your healing,” Pechak says.
And the additional
t, ”The improvement in one week after
treatment looks like two weeks post treatment in the past.
Dr. Pechak is the provider of four dental study clubs involving
dentists within his local community the opportunity to learn of these
and other options. The dental members
of the Monterey Bay-Salinas Study
Club are dedicated to the advancement
of dentistry. They are committed
to elevating the quality of dentistry
practiced in our local community.
Dr. Jochen Pechak a board
ed
Diplomate Periodontist was born near
Munich Germany. With a practice by
Stanford Medical Center in Palo Alto,
Dr. Pechak with his twin boys.
ea after marrying a
local girl, Maya Kakis Pechak who was
inspired to spend more time with her
father Jack Kakis on the last days of his
life. In July 2013, Dr. and Maya Pechak
became the proud parents of healthy,
seven pounds each at birth, robust twin
boys, now toddlers life has been full of
surprises!
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“Gum disease is a sign of the
more serious problem of bone loss,”
says Pechak. “You know if you have a
cavity because it hurts. Bone loss is not
accompanied by pain. Bone loss is very
treatable in the early stages.”

Dr. Pechak was the among the rst board
ed periodontists
in Monterey County to be
ed for Laser Periodontal Therapy.
Laser Assisted New Attachment Procedure, or L.A.N.A.P.TM, removes
only diseased gum tissue. This is the only FDA approved protocol for
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or no
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NO
surgical technique,
Pinhole
Gum
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an
instant x
Chao
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discomfort
or pain
pain
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for gum recession with no cutting, no stitches and often done in a
fraction of the time compared to traditional gum surgery. The best
part - the patient experiences little or no pain.
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dental treatment, such as implants. This technology is valuable
because it can accelerate
accelera healing and reduce pain.
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Technology

plus research
equals constant
improvements in
screenings

By ELAINE HESSER

D

IAGNOSING CANCER is both easier and more
complicated than it used to be. Easier, because
the technology is constantly improving, and more
complicated, because there are more variations of the
disease known to science.
For example, according to Zach Koontz, an oncologist
at Pacific Cancer Care in Ryan Ranch, researchers have
discovered that cancer on the left side of the colon is
different from cancer on the right, and some treatments
that work on one side don’t work on the other.
There are multiple varieties of breast cancers, too,
including some that grow when they come into contact
with estrogen and some that do not. It’s pretty much the
same throughout the body — it’s not just “(insert organ
name) cancer” anymore.

Dr. Anthony Shaheen
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Healthy Lifestyles looked into just
two common screening procedures
to find out what was new — and the
answer was, “a lot.”
Prostate cancer screening advances
Monterey urologist Anthony Shaheen
said that the old-fashioned digital-rectal
exam and Prostate Specific Antigen, or
PSA test, are still part of the screening
process for prostate cancer, but testing
beyond that has evolved. The gland
can range in size from about that of a
walnut to a small lemon, and is part of
the male reproductive system.
The PSA test looks for a substance
in the blood that, when elevated,
may indicate cancer. It still has to be
followed up by other tests, like an
ultrasound and a biopsy, because many
things can cause it to be elevated,
including age, infections, sexual activity,
or even riding a bicycle.
There’s some controversy around
how frequently a PSA test should
be done, and concern that prostate
cancer is unnecessarily over-treated,
particularly in men over the age of
70. Shaheen said that in those cases,
sometimes “watchful waiting” is
appropriate.
The good news, Shaheen said,
is that the ultrasounds, and the
anesthetics and biopsy procedures
have improved, the procedures can be
done in the doctor’s office, and they
are “much less invasive.” He said that
when they biopsy the prostate, there
are 12 separate areas that are tested.
After the biopsy and ultrasound, the
doctor knows the exact location and
size of any cancer, thanks to research
that’s mapped the gland. Treatment
depends in part on where the disease
is, so that knowledge gives both doctor
and patient more power to make more
informed decisions.
Better mammograms — who knew?
Meanwhile, if you’re a woman
who’s over the age of 40, you’ve
probably had at least one unpleasant
annual mammogram experience. No
matter how many fountains, pretty

R. Destine Schaefer, technologist at the Mammography Center of Monterey, positions a
patient for a 3D mammogram. The center’s new machine uses state-of-the-art technology and a “comfort paddle” that make what was once an uncomfortable procedure not
only painless, but more accurate.
plants, herbal tea, fish tanks and fluffy
bathrobes are provided, not even an
issue of The Pine Cone with a good
Bates cartoon and an amusing police
log can make a mammogram
fun.
But a new piece of
technology sure can
make it better. At
the Mammography
Center of Monterey,
president Mary Lou
Catania is more jazzed
about the practice’s
new 3D mammogram
machine than Jay Leno
at a Car Week auction.
For the uninitiated, until now
most mammograms have been, at
a minimum, uncomfortable. And for
women with larger breasts, they can
be downright painful, with sharp
corners pressing into armpits, awkward
positioning, and pressure as the

breasts are flattened, one at a time,
between two (occasionally ice cold)
plates.
The “comfort paddle” on the
mammography center’s new
machine, however, eliminates
most, if not all of the pain.
Catania, who was
her own first
customer,
described
the feeling as
“having a soft
pillow on your
breast.” She added,
“I’ve not had one complaint
of discomfort,” since installing the
machine in April of this year.
It works by moving and scanning
around the entire breast, instead of
taking flat cross-sections — hence
“3D.” The resulting pictures are
remarkable, especially from the point of

SCREENING continued on page 38
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The lighter side

Laughing in the face of the Reaper
By ELAINE HESSER

Jerry Seinfeld said,
“According to most studies,
people’s number one fear is
public speaking. Number two
is death. Death is number two!
Does that sound right? This
means to the average person, if
you go to a funeral, you’re better
off in the casket than doing the
eulogy.”
Mark Twain made this wry
observation on the possibility of
a heaven: “Most people can’t
bear to sit in church for an hour

D

ARK HUMOR is tough
to pull off, except when
you’re the one in the

dark.
I’ve been up close with
cancer four or five times with
my parents, and more with
some of my friends, and
somehow, we’ve always found
things to laugh at.
Humor — especially the
gallows variety — is a safety
valve, a way of bringing a bit of
light into the darkness and overcoming
fear. And, because my very funny
father raised us that way, it’s how my
sister and I have always coped with the
inevitable bad stuff, including his death
several years ago, on a cold December
morning.
I already had a ticket to my tiny
hometown in the middle of nowhere,
for me to be part of my parents’ golden
anniversary. I was informed via cell in
Arizona that my dad — who had had
surgery some days before — died while
I was in midflight. After an exhausting
eight hours on planes and dark, snowdusted highways, I found my mother
and sister in Mom’s living room, staring
blankly at the TV.
It’s not at all unusual for my family
to sit around with the set on and hold
a conversation over the sound, so that
wasn’t too weird. Or it wouldn’t have
been, had they not been watching
“Pennsylvania Polka.”
Here is a bit of station WVIA’s
effusive description of its weekly, hourlong program, which, by the way, is
still on the air: “WVIA travels around
northeastern Pennsylvania searching
every fairground and every beautiful
Pennsylvania mountain for the best
of polka music and dancing. We also
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feature the best in live polka bands.”
There were close-ups of endlessly
smiling accordion players, and some
shots of oldsters dancing, along with
teenagers who clearly had no lives.
And, since the station was running a
marathon of episodes, it was relentless.
The longer it went on, the funnier it
seemed, until I left the room to keep
from laughing out loud.
My sister and I then retired to our
motel and went online to watch an
episode of “The Mary Tyler Moore
Show,” called “Chuckles Bites the
Dust.” In it, Chuckles the clown, the
host of a kids’ TV show, was in a parade
dressed as a peanut, and was killed
when a rogue elephant tried to shell
him.
Jocularity about the circumstances
ensued among his bereft colleagues at
the TV station, even as they struggled
to stay appropriately mournful. At the
funeral, one of them contemplated the
possibility that a bunch of Chuckles’
clown friends might show up and pile
out of a tiny hearse. It’s consistently
rated one of the funniest episodes of
television ever made.
All that bleak winter week, I
continued to seek out the dark mirth I
needed. As usual, the internet was a big
help. Here’s a sampling.

LAUGHING continued on page 24

‘Most people can’t bear
to sit in church for an
hour on Sundays. How
are they supposed to live
somewhere very similar
to it for eternity?’
— Mark Twain

A little help.
A big difference.
The assisted living services at The Park Lane Senior Living Community
are about the whole family and the whole YOU.
Of course, we can help you with your daily needs. But did you know you
will also have options for fitness, socializing, healthy fine dining, and more?
And services are tailored to you, so you’ll get just the right amount of help
you need, when you request it. But the best part? No matter if you need a little
help or a lot, the difference you’ll feel will be amazing.
Please call The Park Lane to schedule your complimentary lunch and tour.

I n de p e n de n t & A s s i s t e d L i v i ng • M e mor y C a r e

200 Glenwood Circle • Monterey, CA • 831.204.1884
TheParkLaneMonterey.com
RCFE# 275294322
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TREATMENT continued from page 9
Immunotherapy involves providing a
way to enhance the immune system’s
response, to “take the brakes off,”
and free it to fight the cancer. It’s
not without side effects, and while
sometimes it’s used with other
treatments, like chemotherapy and
radiation, sometimes it can be used
alone, the society said on its website.
Although research is still in its early
stages, the therapy has been found to
be helpful in fighting lung cancer and
melanoma, along with prostate and
some kinds of leukemia and lymphoma.

messenger bag. The device, which has
to be worn 18 hours daily, sends a low
intensity electric field to the tumor.
Rubin said research found there was
about a five-month average increase
in length of life from 16 months to
20.9 months with the use of the tumor
treating fields. Admittedly, that doesn’t
sound like much unless you put it into
human terms — does it get you to
the birth of a grandchild or one more
Christmas?
There was also a 14 percent increase
in the number of two-year survivors.
Side effects were limited mostly to skin
irritation.

Let the (electrical) force be with you
Another interesting development is a
new technology to treat glioblastomas
— the most aggressive type of brain
tumor. According to a history of the
cancer outlined in a study published in
the Journal of the American Medical
Association on Dec. 15, 2015, most
patients don’t live beyond one or two
years.
Traditional treatment has been
radiation and chemotherapy. Nancy
Rubin, doctor of oncology at Pacific
Cancer Care, said she was, then,
excited to hear about the FDA’s
approval of a new treatment, originally
Using technology
developed in Israel, called tumor
to personalize treatment
treating fields.
Dr. Arina Ganeles, a fourth-generation
The approach uses
physician, recently
electricity to disrupt
opened Personalized
the growth of the
Oncology Care of
tumor. The treatment
Monterey Bay in
can be managed by
Monterey, with the
patients at home,
intent of providing
once a manufacturer’s
holistic and personal
representative visits
treatment to her
them and shows
patients.
them how to use the
For her, that means
device. Doctors who
“delivery of the right
will be overseeing the
treatment based on
treatment almost must
the characteristics of
complete training from
the tumor genetics as
the manufacturer.
well as on individual
Dr. Arina Ganeles
Patients shave their
genetics of each
heads every three days, so they can
patient.” More than that, though,
attach electrodes to their scalps. Those
Ganeles likes to get to know her
are then plugged into a portable device
patients.
that can be carried in a backpack or
“I want to guide them through
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Dr. Nancy Rubin
the whole journey of diagnosis and
treatment, not as a patient, but a
person.”
In addition to diagnosing and
treating, Ganeles wants to work with
more people to prevent cancers.
She specializes in women’s cancers,
and believes that a comprehensive
assessment, including genetic testing,
is important to learn about someone’s
risks.
She also looks at other factors, like
breast density and patient lifestyle
to suggest ways to prevent getting
the disease in the first place. Most
importantly, she said, it’s important
to find the right provider; “one with
experience who is forward-looking,”
who can help them wade through the
abundance of information available.

k

>
>
>
>
>
>
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Not Just a Flower Arrangement —
PRACTICAL CARE FOR CANCER PATIENTS

By ELAINE HESSER
WHAT DO you bring a friend who
has cancer?
Short answer: yourself, listening
ears and lots of love.
For the longer answer, Healthy
Lifestyles went to CHOMP and
spoke with Mary Welschmeyer, RN
and marriage and family therapist,
Kindra Castor, oncology nurse
educator, and Meg Cornish, Licensed
Clinical Social Worker, who has an
additional certification in oncology
social work.
All three are part of the hospital’s
Comprehensive Cancer Center,
and have a passion for helping
their patients and their families
cope with the diagnosis, disease
and treatment. They said it’s most
important to be a good listener,
and take your cues from the person
who’s been diagnosed.
“Don’t feel you have to have the
answer,” said Cornish, noting that
often people want to be able to
fix the unfixable. And, if you’re a
caregiver, she said to make sure you
take care of yourself.
From a practical point of view,
the group recommended offering
specific, concrete help, like walking
the dog. Bring a meal, mow the
lawn, do the laundry, make the
bed. There’s even a website called
caringbridge.org that allows users
to set up calendars for friends to
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share news and help with things like
bringing groceries and other chores.
Some cancer treatments can last
eight hours at a time, so a friendly
visit while the person’s having them
can lift spirits.
CHOMP has a number of
programs to help caregivers, family
members and cancer patients,
including an art therapy group run
by Welschmeyer ($20 charge for
materials), and the American Cancer
Society’s “Look Good … Feel Better”
group that provides tips on makeup,
wearing head scarves and choosing
and styling wigs. Plus, participants
get a free make-up kit.
Depending on the person’s
cancer, they might only be able to
tolerate certain foods, need gloves
or soft socks (some treatments
cause painful skin conditions), or
any number of other items. They
also might need rides to and from
treatments.
It’s important to affirm to the
person that you really do want to
help. One of the biggest problems
patients have, the professionals
agreed, is admitting they need
assistance.
Finally, encourage them to talk
early and often about palliative care
with professionals, like the Visiting
Nurse Association, or Dr. Hausdorff
at CHOMP and Pacific Cancer Care.
It’s not giving up, it’s giving the
person a good quality of life, looking
at the whole patient — spiritually,
emotionally, psychologically — as
well as physically.
There’s nothing wrong with
flowers and cards, but the best gift
you can give is yourself. k

Whether
it’s a little
tea and
company, or
help looking
better, there
are plenty of
things you
can do to
help a loved
one in need.

www.ccvna.com • 831.375.9882
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So much more than
what you just ate

By ELAINE HESSER

A

LTHOUGH IT was once infamous for inanities like,
“here’s a picture of the tuna sandwich I had for
lunch,” social media has gone well beyond that, to
connect people who can’t or aren’t ready to leave the home
— including those with cancer and their loved ones. Now,
the internet is serving patients, families, survivors and care
providers in many different ways.
On a national level, net surfers can instantly get information from the Mayo Clinic or the American Cancer Society
websites. But they can also go to Facebook and type in,
“American Cancer Society Monterey” to see behind-thescenes photos from a fashion show fundraiser in April at
the Hyatt Regency.
Also on Facebook, Relay for Life participants and supporters could find out on the Monterey Bay Relay for Life
page that the theme for the lap commencing at 4 o’clock in
the morning was “Silent Disco.” Patients at Pacific Cancer
Care Center exchange notes about their experiences in
treatment and encourage each other.
A Pacific Grove organization, Pancreatica: Confronting
Pancreatic Cancer, has a web page and a Facebook page,
providing links to scholarly medical articles and personal
stories of those living with the disease. You can also find
out about the walks and runs it holds to raise money and
increase awareness about the disease.
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GoFundMe and similar sites allow people to get help
with medical bills, to make sick children’s wishes come true
and to support families who have lost not only someone
they loved, but the person who was their breadwinner.
There are also many ways in which cancer patients and
their supporters from outside the area cross paths with
locals on visits, like a team of women who ran the Big Sur
Half Marathon as a fundraiser for breast cancer research
last year. Another group, the Cheetah Charity Runners, did
the full marathon in 2016 to help pay for kids’ rides to their
cancer treatments.
While Instagram isn’t exactly designed for topics weightier than turning a wooden pallet into a front porch work of
art, the hashtag #cancerrecipes yields a wide variety of
suggestions for those trying to get good, nutritious meals
while fending off the side effects of chemotherapy. And
with our local farmers markets, obtaining fresh ingredients
for those recipes is easy.
Finally, in a testament to this area’s beauty — which
some would argue has its own power to heal — people
frequently document their visits here as a way to treat
themselves or to find a place for contemplation.
If you or someone you know has cancer, don’t limit yourself to Googling. Check out social media sites and follow
the links to find information, camaraderie and empathy, especially for those days when going out to a support group
seems like just too much. k
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ART &

HEALING
By DENNIS TAYLOR

BY HER own description, Tehila Eisenstat is a
passionate person who’s emotional about art, animals,
family and dear friends, some of whom she left behind
in July when she and her husband moved back to the
Monterey Peninsula.
Many of those friends are cancer survivors — people
who took Eisenstat’s art-therapy class, “Creative
Expressions,” at Mountain View’s El Camino Hospital
(part of the hospital’s Healing Arts program) and Palo Alto
Medical Foundation over a 14-year period when she and
her husband, Dr. Saul Eisenstat, a surgeon, lived in Los
Altos.
“It was very emotional ending the program,” Eisenstat
said. “It’s very
sad to leave
people who
depend on
you.’”
Eisenstat,
a native of
Israel, is a
professional
artist whose
acrylic and
oil paintings
(portraits and
figures, floral
and still life,
landscapes,
seascapes
and villages)
are in private
collections
The artist in her home studio.
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Eisenstat and one of her students, who’s also a cancer survivor.
around the world. She is a proud mother and
grandmother. She is, by degree, an architect and an art
historian.
“But, if I were dying today, this is what I would tell
you,” she said. “Yes, I am proud that I created beautiful
children. Yes, I am proud that I painted and sold my
work to wonderful people. But I am most proud that I
have been able to touch people’s lives and make them
happy.”
The Eisenstats were Pebble Beach residents for a
decade before relocating in 2002 to Los Altos, in part to
eliminate Saul’s weekly commute to El Camino Hospital
in Mountain View, and Stanford Hospital in Palo Alto.
Tehila, who already held two masters degrees, went
back to school at UC Berkeley to educate herself in
art therapy, then began teaching classes to cancer
survivors, most of whom had never touched a paint
brush in their lives.
The most important lesson, said Eisenstat, is that
colors are important, and not only for their aesthetic
effects.
“There are colors that calm you. There are colors that
irritate,” she said. “Colors can change your mood, and
mood can change your health.”
The classes became an outlet for students with
pent-up emotions — pain, fear, loneliness — that might
otherwise be difficult to express. Students also drew
strength from an environment composed of others who
were fighting similar mental, physical, psychological and
emotional battles.
ART continued on page 34
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LAUGHING continued from page 14
on Sundays. How are they supposed
to live somewhere very similar to it
for eternity?”
Winston Churchill also mused
about what might happen in the
afterlife. He said, “I am ready to
meet my Maker. Whether my Maker
is prepared for the great ordeal of
meeting me is another matter.”
And George Carlin had a thought or
two on dying, including, “I’m always
relieved when someone is delivering
a eulogy and I realize I’m listening to
— Winston
it.”
“It’s not that I’m afraid to die. I
just don’t want to be there when it
happens,” quipped Woody Allen.
John Denver wrote a song mocking the over-the-top
celebrity cemetery, Forest Lawn. It included the lyrics, “My
likeness cast in brass will stand in plastic grass, while hidden
weights and springs tip its hat to the mourners filing past.”
As for my dad, he used to sing a cheerful tune that started,
“Did you ever think, as the hearse rolls by, that some sweet
day both you and I will ride along in the same old hack, with
nary a thought of coming back?” It went downhill from there.

‘I am ready
to meet my
Maker. Whether my
Maker is prepared
for the great ordeal
of meeting me is
another matter.’
Churchill

I’ll spare you the details.
When it came time for his funeral, the stories weren’t
about his cancers. They were about his singing, which was
awesome, his ability to calmly give driving lessons to two
girls who would burn out one clutch apiece on his van (“I just
sat there and chewed my Tums,” was his summary of the
experience), and of course, his razor-sharp, bone-dry wit.
In the midst of grief, we still laughed. And I believe
somewhere, Dad was laughing, too. k

Our focus is on you
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RELAY
FOR
LIFE
in honor or in memory of someone
who’s had the disease — keeps at
EVERY YEAR you see the big
least one person walking on the
purple signs and ads for the
track, symbolizing that cancer never
American Cancer Society’s Relay
sleeps.
for Life at the Monterey County
During the night, luminaria are
Fairgrounds. Maybe you’ve donated
lighted in memory or in honor of
to a team that’s walked in the event.
loved ones who’ve battled the
But what’s it like, and where does
disease.
the money go?
There’s a closing ceremony to end
The relay starts with an opening
the event and thank participants.
ceremony, followed by a Survivors
In Monterey, that includes 15-20
Lap and a Caregivers Lap, honoring
people on the planning committee
those who have survived cancer
and anywhere from 20 to 45 teams
or who are currently affected by it.
with as many as 350 people in
Then, for the next 20-plus hours,
all, according to Jessica Ruiz,
each team — usually participating
community manager for the relay.
She said past
events have raised
from $50,000 to
$75,000.
Ruiz said
that donations
go to research,
preventive
information
and education
and detection,
treatment and
patient services.
Candeleria in honor or memory of loved ones illuminate the
Those services
track at night.
By ELAINE HESSER
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Attack of the Kids Relay for Life team
members. Pictured left to right: (front row)
Danica Dahle, Miranda Dahle (back row)
Ky Dahle, Jenna Lewellen, and Landon
Kouns.
include the Look Good Feel Better
program, in which cosmetologists in
the community help cancer patients
by providing makeovers, and Road
to Recovery, which provides rides to
doctor’s appointments. There’s also
a national 24-hour helpline people
can call and talk to a live person, and
myriad other support services.
If you want to get involved in next
year’s relay, you can go to www.
cancer.org/relay, and click the “Find
an Event Near You” link. k
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Any
Questions?
YOU BET THERE ARE.
By ELAINE HESSER
GETTING A cancer diagnosis is one of the more
frightening experiences anyone can have in a doctor’s
office. And of course, the diagnosis is just the first piece
of information the patient needs.
To that end, hospitals and oncology practices often
have people whose job it is to meet with patients and
their families to help answer questions, and who conduct
educational sessions for newly diagnosed people.
It helps to know what to ask. Denise Licini, a nurse
practitioner who works at Pacific Cancer Care, had
suggestions and so did Kindra Castor, an oncology
nurse educator from CHOMP’s Comprehensive Cancer
Center, and her colleagues Mary Welschmeyer, a
licensed marriage and family therapist, and Meg Cornish,
a licensed clinical social worker with a certification in
oncology social work.
Since it’s such an emotional issue, it’s a good idea
to bring a friend or family member to appointments
help take notes — nearly everyone’s had the experience
of being too
upset and
overwhelmed to
hear or process
information
properly.
Welschmeyer
said CHOMP
uses a
questionnaire
that helps screen
for potential
concerns a
patient has
about topics
as diverse as
sexuality, family
Denise Licini
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Getting a cancer diagnosis is
one of the more frightening
experiences anyone can have
in a doctor’s office.
relationships and whether they can go on working.
The American Cancer Society’s website, www.
cancer.org, has an extensive list of questions that can
be downloaded and printed out, Licini said. She said
patients commonly want to know about their treatment,
its side effects, and how soon they can get back to
normal.
Other questions to ask from the cancer society’s list
include, “Will I be able to have children after treatment,”
and “Do I need to change what I eat during treatment?”
Licini said the latter question is important because if a

Since it’s such
an emotional
issue, it’s a
good idea to
bring a friend
or family
member to
appointments
to help take
notes.
particular treatment affects patients’ immune systems,
they’ll need to avoid almost all raw foods, although she
said some thoroughly washed fresh fruits and vegetables
are safe. She also recommends bottled water.
Another good choice for someone with an immune
system that’s temporarily depressed — it’s probably best
to stay out of swimming pools with lots of little kids in
them. Asking about exercise is a good idea, though, as it
can help with recovery.
The cancer society’s list includes a request for a
referral or suggestion for a counselor or other mental

health specialist who can help with depression or
distress. As Welschmeyer pointed out, the disease is
rarely the only thing a person has to deal with.
“Cancer creates a sense of chaos for people who
already have complex issues in their life,” she said. For
example, if there are challenging relationships in the
home, or there’s a job loss — they’ll be exacerbated by
the disease. Also, kids may need help understanding and
adjusting to a family member’s illness.
One question many people ask is “Should I get a

“Should I get a
second opinion?”
second opinion?” Without exception during interviews for
this issue, healthcare professionals at all levels said that
was a good idea. As one provider said, “If a doctor ever
tells you not to get a second opinion, walk away from
him.”
Other good places to get questions answered are
support groups like the ones CHOMP has listed on
its website, www.chomp.org. These involve patients,
Meg Cornish, Kindra Castor & Mary Welshmeyer of CHOMP.

QUESTIONS continued on page 30
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QUESTIONS continued from page 29

caregivers and family members and are a good way to
get support and information from experts — and others
who are in the same situation as you are.
And finally, remember that old saw from high school:
The only bad question is the one that goes unasked. k

Mental health specialists can help with anxiety and depression.

Questions to Ask
Here are some more questions to ask, courtesy of Pacific
Cancer Care:
• Do you typically treat patients with my diagnosis?
• What stage is my cancer?
• Is there anything unique about my cancer that makes my
prognosis better or worse?
• What is the goal of treatment?
• Are there any clinical trials that are right for me?
• How long will I receive treatment, how often, and where?
• How will I know if the treatment is working?
• What types of lab tests will I need?
• Can you explain the results of my complete blood count?
• How frequently will I get the tests?
• Are there treatments that can help relieve the side effects?
What are they?
• Which risks are most serious?
• Will my type of chemotherapy put me at risk for a low white
blood cell count and infection?
• What are the signs of infection?
• How long will I be at risk for infection?
• How will my cancer treatment affect my usual activities?
• What happens after I complete my treatment?
• When will you know if I am cured?
• What happens if my disease comes back?

3D MAMMOGRAPHY IS HERE!
Earlier Detection - Fewer False Alarms
Benefits of 3-D Mammography include:
• 29% increase in detection of all breast cancers
• 41% increase in detection of invasive breast cancers
• Greater accuracy in pinpointing size, shape and location of tumors
• Much more comfortable procedure
• Fewer unnecessary biopsies or additional tests
• Most Insurances Accepted, Affordable Payment Plan

3-D mammography is the latest breakthrough
in breast cancer detection.

Mary Lou Catania, RN
Program Director

700 Cass Street, Monterey, CA
30 Healthy Lifestyles

28 years serving the Monterey Peninsula
(831) 373-8932

MammographyMonterey.com
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SORTING IT OUT:
Fact-finding is no day at the beach. Or is it?
By ELAINE HESSER
‘DOES THIS (fill in the blank) cause cancer?’ Well now,
that’s a question sure to open up some heated debate.
Part of the problem with finding the answers is that
many people are lousy at understanding and accepting
cause and effect, even when confronted with objective
evidence.
Just look at baseball, for instance. Don’t shave the
beard. Keep the same pre-game rituals. And for the love
of all that’s holy, don’t mention that there’s a no-hitter or
perfect game in progress.
Would changing any of those things really affect the
outcome of the game? Of course not. But that doesn’t
stop players and fans from believing.
In the same way, no amount of research will convince
some people that vitamin C won’t prevent a cold, that
antibiotics won’t cure said cold and that saying you
caught the flu from a routine vaccine is like saying you
were bitten by a dead snake.
Now, if we’re that set in our ways about a spectator
sport and colds and flu, just imagine what it’s like when it
comes to cancer.
Some well-meaning friends have likely told you that
diet cola causes cancer (either the caramel coloring, the
sweetener, or both), or that you needn’t bother with a
sunscreen over an SPF of 30, because anything more
than that is just hype?
But how much of that info should be taken seriously?
Healthy Lifestyles sought out some truths about skin
cancer, and some about how diet relates to cancer.
For the former, it turned to the American Society for
Dermatologic Surgery and local dermatologist, Dr.
Joseph Rheim; for the latter, CHOMP nutrition maven,
Barbara Quinn. And while there is some solid, scientific
information, a lot of the answers to the big question —
“What causes cancer?” — for any one individual are still
up in the air.
Starting with skin, Rheim reviewed the American
Society for Dermatologic Surgery’s website on myths
about skin cancer and pronounced it spot-on. Here are
just a few things you should know before you hit one of
Carmel’s pristine beaches.
First, don’t pooh-pooh that SPF50 sunscreen,
even if you can’t see the flag that’s supposedly two
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Higher
SPFs can
compensate
for the fact
that most folks
under-apply
the stuff.
strokes down the fairway in the fog. Higher SPFs can
compensate for the fact that most folks under-apply the
stuff. In other words, if you don’t put on enough SPF30,
you’re only getting the effectiveness of an SPF15, so a
higher protection factor could help with that.
Sure, it’s foggy and cloudy here in the dead of
summer, but that doesn’t mean your skin doesn’t need
protection. Just ask anyone who’s spent a gray day
hiking at Point Lobos without sunscreen. Ouch.
Next, if you thought skin cancer was a disease of old
golfers and tennis players, you’re mistaken. Melanoma is
on the rise among younger people, too. According to the
Mayo Clinic, while tanning beds are believed to be the
main culprits, other environmental and genetic factors
come into play. Sometimes, the cancer appears in areas
of the body that have had little to no sun exposure.
Finally, just because you tan easily doesn’t mean that
you’re at a lower risk for skin cancer. Dermatologists say
that any darkening of color means the skin’s in danger of
being damaged — melanin, the pigment that causes a
tan, is produced to protect
your skin from sunlight.
OK, so you’ve slathered
on the sunscreen and
donned a fetching chapeau.
Now, what about that diet
cola you’re sipping as
you relax to the sound of

crashing waves?
Quinn referred to a Wikipedia article supported by
numerous scientific studies to debunk the notion that
caramel color is harmful. It notes that the FDA and
various other national and international agencies have
declared the substance — which is one of the oldest
coloring agents around — generally safe for human
consumption.
Commercially available artificial sweeteners from
aspartame to saccharine have also been heavily research
and declared generally safe.
Once you’ve finished that soda, you might be ready for
some water — is it safe to put it into the empty bottle,
or will the compounds in the plastic cause harm? The
FDA says low-level exposure to BPA — a chemical that’s
released from some plastics into the food or drink they
hold — is OK.
To keep the level low, Quinn said it’s important not to
heat the container or use it for warm foods, and to keep
it out of the sun. Better, yet, use glass or other food-safe
material instead.
Moving on to the grill, is it true that those crispy
“blackened” parts of the meat are a bad idea? What
about hot dogs and bacon? In Quinn’s book, “QuinnEssential Nutrition,” she wrote, “Meat that is grilled,

Commercially
available
artificial
sweeteners
from
aspartame to
saccharine
have been
heavily
research
and declared
generally safe.

broiled, roasted or fried at higher temperatures can
form substances which become oxidized and damage
the DNA in cells.” She continued by noting that experts
say such damage “may play a role in the growth and
progression of cancerous tumors.”
In addition, goodies like hot dogs, corned beef
and bacon usually contain nitrates, which are salts
that are used as preservatives. When used, they give
meats a pink color. And they are classified as “possible
SORTING continued on page 35
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ART continued from page 22

“Often when I’d go there after chemotherapy, I’d feel
really crummy,” said Jane Gibson, who, before taking
Eisenstat’s class at El Camino, had never painted or
drawn. “But I’d walk through those doors and there was
no cancer in the room. It was left outside. You went in,
you sat down, and you painted.
“You forget it’s a therapy,” Gibson said. “I’m there
because of my illness, but to me it’s not linked to my
illness. It keeps my mind away. It saw me through some
very, very uncomfortable times, and to this day I just
remember the good parts.”
Eisenstat took her students outdoors to paint
butterflies in Cuesta Park in Mountain View. She got
Costco to donate mannequins, which her class painted
to express feelings about their personal experiences with
cancer. Twice she chartered buses that took 22 people
(including two nurses) to special exhibits at San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art and The Legion of Honor.
She held twice-a-year art shows, usually in El Camino
Hospital’s large front lobby, where students displayed
their creations to appreciative crowds who munched
hors d’oeuvres, and enjoyed live music. They spoke,
discussing their art, the program, their personal journeys.
“The event always felt so alive,” Eisenstat said.
Eisenstat also attended funerals at family requests —
many of them over the years — bidding farewell to
wonderful friends, some of whom had become artists,
themselves.
“Saul performed surgery on one woman whose cancer
was very bad,” she said. “Afterward, she told me my
husband saved her life, and I saved her soul. My mantra
comes from Pablo Picasso, who said, ‘Art washes away
from the soul the debris of everyday life.’”
Eisenstat is hoping to create a “Creative Expressions”
program for cancer survivors (as well as people with
other physical struggles), on the Peninsula. She also is
teaching art classes every other Monday at the Carmel
Foundation.
She can be contacted at tehilaart@sbcglobal.net, and
her artwork and biography can be found on her website
at tehila-art.com. k
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SORTING continued from page 33

carcinogens.”
As Quinn pointed out, however, “Sunshine is also
in this category; if you get too much, it could cause
cancer.” In addition, nitrates occur naturally in foods like
celery, beets and parsley. The upshot? A slice of bacon
or a wiener with kraut once in a while probably won’t kill
you. As usual, it’s all about moderation.
Finally, let’s say you’re going to finish your picnicby-the-sea with a nice ice cream sundae — with the
obligatory maraschino cherry
on top. Should you worry
about the dye gives it that vivid
red color?
It’s called Allura Red (sexy,
right?). While most experts
agree that the dye could be
a carcinogen, once again the
dose determines the harm.
An occasional cheery cherry
probably won’t shorten your
life span. At the same time,
as Quinn pointed out, “If a
Barbara Quinn
consumer has an issue with

It’s OK to throw those shrimps on the barbie, but remember that
burning meat and fish creates compounds some scientists think
are carcinogenic.
colored foods, they are easy to avoid.”
Slice up a strawberry. Sprinkle on some blueberries.
Now, about the fat and sugar in that ice cream ....
Still have questions? Resources besides your family
doctor include the websites for the National Institutes of
Health, the American Cancer Society and www.cancer.
gov. k
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Del Monte Shopping Center
1410 Del Monte Center, Monterey
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Monterey Peninsula College
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Summer Bruschetta with
Burrata, Roasted Cherry
Tomatoes and Plum Basil
Balsamic Reduction

T

his delightful snack combination is perfect for
a warm summer day. Specialty items indicated
with an asterisk are available at the Quail and
Olive, which supplied the recipes. Burrata is a creamy Italian
cheese, but you can substitute part-skim mozzarella to lighten
things up. If you don’t own a cast-iron griddle, you can toast
the bread and roast the tomatoes under the broiler. A shrub is
a refreshing punch, in this case without alcohol.

Taste California’s
Premium Extra
Virgin Olive Oils &
Specialty Vinegars
• Shop our pantry
full of locally
made goods
• Schedule your
private tasting
seminar
•

A True
California Olive
Oil Experience
Open everyday

COME CHECK OUR NEW LOCATION
14 Del Fino Place, Carmel Valley Village
831 659 4288 QuailandOlive.com
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INGREDIENTS
— SERVES 8

Prep Time: 10 min
Cook Time: 10 min

1/2 cup plum basil balsamic vinegar
8 slices of bread from a baguette
4 tablespoons cold-pressed Mediterranean blend
California olive oil
2 cups of grape tomatoes or
oven-roasted tomatoes in bite-sized pieces
16 oz. burrata cheese (or part-skim mozzarella)
Fresh garden herbs, such as basil and oregano, stems
removed, leaves torn or chopped into large pieces, for
garnish; chopped chives are also a welcome addition.
Sea salt and pepper to taste.
Simmer balsamic on low heat in a small nonstick
sauce pan for about 5 minutes, or until 1/3 of the liquid is
evaporated, stirring occasionally. Remove from heat before it reaches the desired consistency, as it will continue
to thicken as it cools. (This reduction is also delicious on
pizza and tomato salad!)
Preheat cast iron griddle, and brush the bread with
some of the olive oil on both sides.
Set four slices of bread on a hot griddle and press
them with cast iron lid or other heavy pan.
Let the bread char a little bit and turn after 2-3 minutes. Repeat with the other four slices.
If using grape tomatoes, toast them on the hot griddle,
remove to a bowl and toss with the rest of the olive oil. If
using oven-roasted tomatoes, top with olive oil. Let rest
for 2-3 minutes. Dry excess moisture from the burrata
with paper towels. Cut cheese into slices and divide
among the bruschetta. Top with tomatoes and drizzle
with balsamic reduction. Season and garnish with herbs,
salt and pepper.
Prep Time: 5 min

ALCOHOL-FREE CHAMPAGNE MIMOSA SHRUB
1/2 teaspoon Elderflower cordial (non-alcoholic,
from Carmel Berry Co.)
2 tablespoons Champagne mimosa vinegar
Ice
Meyer lemon and orange slices
1 cup of sparkling water
Stir cordial and vinegar together in a glass. Add ice,
lemon and orange, and top with sparkling water.

ABOUT THE

Chef

Dr. Stephen Brabeck is a cardiologist, board
certified in cardiovascular diseases and internal
medicine. In addition to an impressive boatload of
continuing education and time spent teaching at
UCSF, Brabeck is completing curriculum at Tulane
University in New Orleans to become a Certified
Culinary Medicine Specialist.
He owns the Quail & Olive in Carmel Valley, a
specialty food and cookware shop where you can
enjoy samples from vats of
vinegars and oodles of olive
oils and other goodies. He
said he opened the shop
because, “because it would
give me a much wider, and
I felt more effective way to
get the message of health
promoting eating styles out
there than behind a closed
door, one patient at a time.”
He likes promoting
the health benefits of
Dr. Brabeck offering olive oil olive oil, which he said
samples at a heart health
include reducing the risk of
event at CHOMP.

cardiovascular disease. He said more recent studies
have also “suggested a benefit in other chronic
disease states, including diabetes, colon and breast
cancer.” k

Toes On the Go

Making Feet Happy One Step at A Time!

FOOT DOCTOR IN CARMEL
30 years experience • Board Certified, ABPS
Specializing in Custom Orthotics for People on the Go
Podiatrist for Professional Athletes & Weekend Warriors

Toes On The Go
Michele Kraft, DPM Medicare Provider

831-373-TOES (8637)
26615 Carmel Center Place, Ste 103, Carmel
www.ToesOnTheGo.com

Who Is BCAG?
We are an all-volunteer organization of breast
cancer survivors who raise funds and awareness
to improve the lives of local breast cancer patients
and their families.

YOU CAN HELP!
Please consider donating to support local women
who need our help and know that your entire donation
is helping women in need.

Breast Cancer Assistance Group of Monterey County
PO Box 221582, Carmel CA 93922
831-649-6365 • www.bcagmc.org
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SCREENING continued from page 13
view of people who have to read them.
The sample image Healthy Lifestyles
saw was clear and showed tumors in
bright white, highly detailed 3D. The
technician could rotate the picture and
see the inside of the breast from all
angles.
Traditional mammograms result in a
fair number of false positives, creating
anxiety in patients and requiring them
to have additional tests, which take
time and money. The American Cancer
Society estimated that about half of
women getting mammograms over
a 10-year period have a false positive
result.
According to a study published in
the Journal of the American Medical
Association, the scans can reduce the
Mary Lou Catania, RN, is the founder and president of the Mammography Center of
number of false positives by up to a
Monterey, and she’s excited about advances in detecting breast cancer.
whopping 40 percent, while there’s up
As cancer screenings continue to evolve, you’ll have fewer
to a 41 percent increase in the detection of invasive cancers.
and
fewer reasons to procrastinate about them. And that’s
They are also found earlier, especially in women with
exactly what your doctors want, so ask what’s new next time
dense breasts, where overlapping tissue in a traditional
mammogram can conceal small tumors.
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you’re due for one.

k

Healthy Meal Prep. Made fresh daily.

Fresh. Natural. Healthy.
STAY AND EAT OR TAKE ON THE GO

Monterey,California

520 FREMONT STREET MONTEREY, CA 93940

831.901.3630
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10% OFF

FIRST PURCHASE
WITH THIS FLYER

WE PROVIDE
FAMILY CARE

Come See
our

Dr. Gonzalez offers family eye care offered in
all ophthalmic areas and is available for routine
well eye examinations as well as treatment of
the most complex eye problems and diseases

expanded
SeleCtion of

eyewear

Our office is bilingual.

Check Out Some Of The
Brands We Carry
Tiffany

Oakley

Disney

Crayola

Prada

Ray Ban
Coach

Valentino

LARGE SELECTION OF CHILDREN’S EYE WEAR

25% OFF

Second Pair of Glasses
with mention of this ad

Dr. Gustavo Gonzalez MD/PhD
Ophthalmologist
900 Cass Street Ste 103
Monterey, CA 93940

831-373-1291
We accept VSp/Superior/MeS ViSion planS • We accept MoSt inSuranceS
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BREATHTAKING APARTMENTS.
Life-changing services.

Security meets splendor at Forest Hill. Set in a grand
hotel that was originally built in 1924, Forest Hill isn’t just a
well-appointed residence for independent living – it’s also a
full service retirement community. Here, you pay a reasonable
entrance fee that guarantees your place in our community for
whatever the future may hold, and a monthly fee that provides
you with a breadth of services and amenities, so you’ll know what
your expenses are and you’ll be able to plan for them sensibly.
You’ll also have an impeccably remodeled apartment. And you’re
guaranteed access to a continuum of care that includes assisted
living, rehabilitation and a Medicare certified Health Center,
unlike many other communities on the peninsula.

Call 831-646-6489 today for a personal tour.

The light-filled Atrium Fitness Center
provides the perfect environment for
residents to stay fit with equipment
specifically designed for older adults.
Forest Hill also features customized
wellness programming designed by
our certified exercise physiologist.

551 Gibson Ave. | Pacific Grove, CA 93950
www.foresthillretirement.org | 831-646-6489
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